
Specification

01 Product Picture

Do not disassemble the product without permission

Do not use in dangerous environment(such as flammable and explosive)

Do not use in place with plenty of oil or water, High temperature and humidity

02 Safety

Comply with ISO/CD8782-I Standard

Comply with the limit request of ANSI/ESD S20.20 on calibration test for wrist strap/human body 
system resistance and footwear/human body system resistance

Comply with the request of ANSI/ESD S1.1 on auditing test for wrist strap/human body system 
resistance

Comply with the request of ANSI/ESD STM 9.1 on auditing test for footwear/human body system 
resistance

Comply with the request of ANSI/ESD TR53 on periodic verification method for wrist strap/human 
body resistance and footwear/human body resistance

03 Industry Standard and System Certificate

Dual Footwear/Wrist Strap Tester_001-6506



Comply with the limit request of IEC 61340-5-1 on periodic verification test for wrist strap/human 
body resistance and footwear/human body resistance

Comply with limit request of GJB3007A-2009 on periodic verification test for wrist strap/human 
body resistance and footwear/human body resistance

lTest single/dual wire wrist strap,footwear system resistance

Wrist strap test range:750K-10M

lFootwear test range: 750K-100M, could be adjusted upon request

Corresponded LED light of FAIL LOW/PASS/FAIL HIGH display testing result,LCD screen can 

Show detailed value

Test FAIL comes with audible alarm

Unique touch button, avoid mechanical failure and reduce maintenance

Test OK provide door opening signal and could be linked with tripod gate

Low voltage for safety power supply

Beautiful design meet with ergonomics

Fast test and stable testing result

04 Features

05 Specifications

Footwear Test

Wrist Strap Test

Testing Mode

Testing Result Display

Footwear Test Range

Wrist Strap Test Range

Power Supply

Body Size

Operation Environment

Meter Weight

Gross weight(include meter,foot 

stand,footplate)

Separate shoes for independent test

Single/dual wire wrist strap test

Only test footwear(both feet)

Only test footwear(single foot)

Only test wrist strap

Test wrist strap and footwear simultaneously

LED light and LCD screen display at the same time

750K-500M ,could be adjusted as per request  

750K-10M (factory preset ) +/-10%

AC100~240V 50/60Hz; DC 12V

188 x 138 x 33mm (LxWxH)

0°C-60°C , Indoor use

0.46KG

5.2 Kg



06 Function Socket Schematic Diagram

DIP Switch Schematic Diagram

Test socket & signal socket schematic diagram

1.
2.GND
3.Gate opening signal wires

1.Wrist strap(can be ignored when not in use)
2. Left footwear
3. Right footwear
4. Calibration cord



Wear wrist strap and ESD shoes,connect wrist strap into testing terminal,operator stand on the 
stainless steel footplate

Finger gently press”PRESS TO TEST‘’test button to start test, finger off stop test,LCD screen will 
display 2 sec test result for each test,if the pressing time is more than 5 seconds, the test will 
stop automatically, release and re-contact and do test again

Test wrist strap/ESD shoes at the same time

Top middle display wrist strap resistance,left indication is left footwear system resistance,right 
indication is right footwear system resistance

Test OK comes with audible alarm and gate opening signal,operator can push in

Footwear resistance set up-DIP switch A

07 How to Use

08 Parameter Setting

Direction(up/down)Code Resistance

1.2.3.4

1.2.3.4

1.2.3.4

1.2.3.4

down    down    down    down

up      down     down      up

    up      down     down      down   

down    down     down      up   

750K-100M

100K-100M

800K-35M

750K-500M

Footwear test range：750K-100M

Wrist strap test range：750K-10M

09 Testing result

FOOTWEAR Alarm

HI

PASS

LOW

R＞100MΩ

R≥750KΩ

R≤100MΩ

R＜750KΩ

WRIST STRAP

R＞10MΩ

R≥750KΩ

R≤10MΩ

R＜750KΩ

Yes

No

Yes

Testing mode set up-DIP switch B

Direction(up/down)Code Testing function

1.2.3.4

1.2.3.4

1.2.3.4

1.2.3.4

down    down    down    down

down      up       up       down

down      up        up          up                 

   up      down     down     down

Single wrist strap and both shoes

Only left/right shoes

Only wrist strap

Dual wrist strap+both shoes

Test Function

Test RangeLED Light



a. When the temperature and humidity are in low condition, the resistance of the object will 

increase obviously and the test time will increase. Therefore, in winter, due to the dry skin of 

human body and the decrease of conductivity of anti-static shoes, the upper limit of resistance 

will be exceeded when testing

ESD paste can be applied to solve the problem of high resistance of human skin

Step on moisture mat to solve the problem of high resistance of ESD shoes

Extend the time interval between putting on the shoes and testing,increase the humidity in 

shoes to solve the problem of high resistance of ESD shoes

If possible, increase the ambient temperature and humidity properly

Solution

b. Under the condition of high humidity, a thin water film condenses or adsorbs on the surface of 

the object. This hygroscopicity enhances the conductivity of the tested object, which makes the 

test value sometimes exceed the lower limit of resistance

Use ventilation and dehumidification to reduce the humidity on the surface of the measured 

object

If possible, lower the ambient temperature and humidity properly

Solution: It may be related to loose power adapter connector or transformer in short 

circuit,replace a new power adapter

Solution

Gently press the test button,do not press by gravity

Humidity and temperature will directly affect the resistance of the measured item

Test without LED light /indication

Solution: It may be related to test button wires disconnected,need to open the meter and re 

weld the wires

Test only has High LED light,no Low light

10 Attention

11 Abnormal Alarm

12 Warranty

ESDMAN product have passed strict factory inspection.In case of failure,please contact our 

ESDMAN team and provides details of the failure.

12 months from the date when products arrived at the buyer’s place

Warranty



13 Package Include

Part Included List

Meter

Foot stand

User manual

1 ea

Selective

1 ea

Power adapter

Foot plate

Test report

1 ea

1 ea

1 ea

This product is inspected by ESDMAN QC,when it is in normal use within the warranty period,if it 

is damaged or fails due to poor design and manufacturing,free maintenance could be provided

Test button,socket and ground wires belong to the loss part and are not covered by warranty

Damage,breakage or failure due to abnormal use

Failure caused by modification or disassemble of maintenance not from ESDMAN

Failure caused by fire,natural disaster,flood,earthquake and other natural irresistible factors

Failure caused by abnormal voltage etc external factors

Coverage

Out of coverage


